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行为模型；采用 B/S 三层体系结构，应用 MVC 模式，通过配置图建立系统的物


















   Abstract 
Abstract 
With the world economy is becoming more and more complex, the credit risk has 
become an important factor affecting to the financial environment. The economic growth of 
China is getting worse, loan defaults, bond negative-deviation cases are in property, all of 
them would take the financial security to another side. 
With the development of the information technology, the credit data is getting larger in a 
explosive speed,  which is getting used widespread in credit risk management .The use of 
multi kinds of data based on the same enterprise, including the traditional risk management of 
commonly used financial report data and billing information, as well as from the outside bank 
including tax information, port information, media information, consisting of multiple levels 
of debt holders is described, which can be used to describe and predict the credit risk. 
CTP is the application of a state-owned bank an important platform, using advanced 
object-oriented programming, modular programming and graphical interface development. 
Compared with the single application, development and learn to understand CTP 
development and application of the principle can help you more quickly, improve the 
development efficiency greatly, low maintenance cost. 
This system follows the general process of object oriented software development. First 
of all, on the basis of the investigation, carries on the demand analysis to the credit risk 
analysis and management system, realize the responsibility problem domain and system, to 
determine the participants and the use case of the system, the use of use case model describes 
the function of the system needs analysis to determine the system; class, through the 
description of the system's static structure diagram. Secondly, the dynamic behavior of the 
model system is established using activity diagram, state diagram, sequence diagram; the 
three layer structure of B/S system, MVC model, physical model is established through the 
system configuration diagram. Finally, using Eclipse as the development platform, using 













database of the system; the system includes the main modules of data management, data 
analysis, risk warning, data integration, data cleaning, query, analysis, risk warning and other 
functions. 
The realization of the project, credit risk management system, gives that banks a new 
systematic way to manage asset quality, and this is a small step into under the future of big 
data. 
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用风险呈现了抬头趋势，这在 08 年世界经济危机之后首次。截止 2014 年 9 月末，
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